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The time evolution of the plasma distribution functions ~electrons and ions! in dusty plasmas is
found solving numerically the equations of the kinetic theory of dusty plasmas @Tsytovich and de
Angelis, Phys. Plasmas 6, 1093 ~1999!; 7, 554 ~2000!#. The role and importance of the plasma
source and particle diffusion are investigated. The ‘‘equilibrium’’ distributions ~asymptotic
solutions! are used to calculate the static screening of a dust particle, and the difference with the
usual result ~Debye screening! of a three-component plasma is shown for various parameter
regimes. © 2001 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1344197#I. INTRODUCTION
Dusty plasmas are often described using the theory of
multicomponent plasmas, the dust particles with a fixed
charge eZd(e,0) being a massive plasma component. In
this case, the main differences with the results of three-
component plasmas arise from the large ~sometimes infinite!
dust to ion mass ratio and from the possible high values of
Zd which can introduce nonlinearities and strong coupling.
Recently, a kinetic theory of dusty plasmas has been
formulated1–3 taking into account another distinctive feature
of these systems: the dust particles must absorb plasma par-
ticles ~electrons and ions! at all times to maintain their
charge and therefore some kind of plasma source must be
present to replace the absorbed particles: ionization, plasma
reservoir, re-emission from the dust surface, etc. ~In the fol-
lowing, Refs. 1–3 will be denoted as Paper I, II, and III,
respectively.! As a consequence, the plasma is not collision-
less: collisions between plasma particles may or may not be
present ~they are not taken into account in Papers I–III! but
the plasma particles–dust collisions are an essential feature
of the kinetic model. As shown in Paper I, the parameter
regime where the dust–plasma particles collisions dominate
with respect to the collisions between plasma particles is
ndZd
2/ne@1, where nd ,ne are the dust and electron particle
densities, respectively. This condition is usually valid in cur-
rent experiments with dusty plasmas. The charging colli-
sions, of course, alter the dust charge, which is in principle
different on each dust particle, depending on the local
plasma conditions and fluctuations. This problem has been
treated in Paper I, introducing the grain charge q as a dust
phase-space variable: the dust particles are described by a
time-dependent distribution function of momentum, position,
and charge ~number of dust particles with charge between q
and q1dq). At the same time, the continuous absorption of
plasma particles on dust causes changes in the plasma distri-
a!Electronic mail: lapenta@lanl.gov7691070-664X/2001/8(3)/769/8/$18.00
Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lbution functions ~particle diffusion! and their evolution also
depends on the properties of the plasma source. The dust
charge fluctuations and plasma absorption also modify the
space charge around dust particles and one might expect de-
viations from the usual Debye screening. These effects were
discussed in Paper II where Maxwellian distributions were
used for numerical estimates of particle diffusion and screen-
ing.
In the present work the dust particle distribution is still
assumed to be Maxwellian, as it is shown to be a consistent
solution of the present kinetic model, but the plasma distri-
butions are assumed Maxwellian only at time t50 ~initial
values! and the evolution of the electron and ion distributions
is found from the numerical solutions of the kinetic equa-
tions. These are given in Sec. II in a form suitable for nu-
merical evaluation. In Sec. III, the dependence of the evolu-
tion on the plasma source is studied: for Maxwellian sources
~a reservoir of Maxwellian plasma! with different intensities,
including the case of zero source and the case of a source
replacing exactly the number of plasma particles which are
absorbed; the solutions of the kinetic equations at different
times are plotted for various parameter regimes. The depen-
dence of the plasma evolution on the source can clearly be
appreciated in Figs. 1–5. In Sec. IV, the importance of par-
ticle diffusion is examined: the evolution of the plasma dis-
tributions and corresponding ‘‘thermal’’ energies with and
without the diffusion term in the kinetic equations are com-
pared for various parameter regimes. The results confirm the
finding of Paper II that diffusion is particularly important for
ions and are shown in Figs. 6–8. In Sec. V, the results for the
static screening are presented in comparison with the usual
Debye screening in a three-component plasma of electrons,
ions, and dust particles with fixed charge. Depending on the
parameter regime, the ‘‘effective’’ screening, as calculated
from the kinetic theory, can be quite different from Debye
screening, as already pointed out in Paper II. In particular,
the differences at small wave number k are very important© 2001 American Institute of Physics
icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dust particles at large distances. The results are shown in Fig.
9.
II. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR ISOTROPIC
DISTRIBUTIONS
The kinetic theory of dusty plasmas ~see Papers I, II, III!
provides the evolution equations for the distribution func-
tions of all components: electrons, ions, and dust particles.
The Maxwellian distribution, however, is a particular solu-
tion of the kinetic equation for the dust particles and it is,
therefore, assumed in the present calculations where only the
coupled equations for electrons and ions are considered. Fu-
ture work will address the evolution of the dust distribution
and its effects on the plasma distributions. In the following,
isotropic homogeneous distributions are used for plasma par-
ticles @a5$e ,i%# and dust (d): f a(r,v,t)5 f a(v ,t);
f d(r,v8,t)5 f d(v8,t) normalized to the respective particle
densities ni ,ne ,nd . The dust distribution integrated over
charge ~see Paper I!
f d~r,v8,t !5E f d~r,v8,q ,t !dq
is assumed to be Maxwellian. We remark that the velocity of
dust particles is always denoted with primes to distinguish it
from the velocity of plasma particles.
The kinetic equations for the plasma particles can be
expressed as
] f a~v ,t !
]t
5Sa~v ,t !2nd ,a~v ! f a~v ,t !
1
]
]pi
S Di , ja ,d~v! ] f a~v ,t !]p j D
1
]
]pi
~Fi
a ,d~p! f a~v ,t !!1nd ,af l f a~v ,t !.
The term Sa represents a regular plasma source of par-
ticles of species a , Fi
a ,d(p50, if the distributions are iso-
tropic, and nd ,a
f l
, which introduces a collective correction to
the absorption on dust given by the second term, is usually
small and will be neglected here. The collision frequency
and the diffusion coefficient are defined as
nd ,a~v !5E E vsa~q ,v ! f d~v8,q ,t !dq dv8
5E vsa~qeq ,v ! f d~v8,t !dv85vsa~qeq ,v !nd , ~1!
Di , j
a ,d~v!5
2
pE E ea2 uqeff~k,kv8!u2
3
kik j
k4ue~k,kv8u2
na ,d~v !
~kv!21na ,d2 ~v !
3 f d~v8,t !dk dv8, ~2!
indicating with ea and sa the charge and the absorption
cross section on the dust grains of the particles of species a .Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lIn Eq. ~1! the approximation that the dust distribution is
peaked near the equilibrium charge qeq has been used, where
qeq5qeq(t) is the solution of the equation for zero net cur-
rent
(
a
E eavsa~qeq ,v ! f a~v ,t !dv50. ~3!
In the present work, the orbital motion limited ~OML!
cross-sections4 are used
s i~v ,qeq!5pa2S 11 2qeqe
amiv
2D ,
se~v ,qeq!55 pa
2S 12 2qeqe
amev
2D if v>A2qeqeame ,
0 if v,A2qeqe
ame
,
where ma is the mass of particles a and a is the grain radius.
The dielectric function and the effective charge in the
diffusion coefficient can be written in the form ~see Paper II!
e~k,v!511(
a
~ea~k,v!21 !1ed~k,v!21
qeff~k,v!5qeq1q˜ ~k,v!1
1
nch
FS˜ ~k,v ,qeq ,qeq!nd
3~11b˜ ~k,v!!S 12 S8g~k,v ,qeq!nd
nch
D 21G ,
with
ed~k,v!511
qeff~k,v!
qeq
~ed
eq~k,v!21 !
1
4piS~k,v ,qeq!nd
knch@12S8g~k,v ,qeq!nd /nch!]
3~11b˜ ~k,v!!,
where the charging collision frequency is given by
nch~ t !52
]
]qeq S (a E eavsa~qeq ,v ! f a~v ,t !dvD .
The plasma responses S(k,v ,qeq), S˜ (k,v ,qeq ,qeq),
S8g(k,v ,qeq), q˜ (k,v), ea(k,v), b˜ (k,v), and edeq(k,v) are
defined in Papers I and II; below an expression useful for
numerical computations is calculated in the hypothesis of
isotropic distributions.
These responses all have to be evaluated in the kinetic
equations for v5kv8 @see Eq. ~2!# and, with the exception
of ed
eq(k,v), everywhere v8 will appear in factors as 1/@k
(v82v)# .
The dust velocity is usually much less than the electron
or ion velocities (v8!v) and consequently, with the excep-
tion of ed
eq(k,v), all the plasma responses can be evaluated
for v50. Performing the angular integrations, one obtainsicense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4pi
k (a
ea
2
ma
E F12 nd ,a~v !kv arctanS kvnd ,a~v ! D G
3sa~qeq ,v !v2
] f a~v ,t !
]v
dv ,
S˜ ~k,0,qeq ,qeq!52
4p
k (a E arctanS kvnd ,a~v ! D
3sa
2 ~qeq ,v !eav3 f a~v ,t !dv ,
S˜ 8~k,0,qeq!52
4p
k (a E arctanS kvnd ,a~v ! D
3
]sa~qeq ,v !
]qeq
sa~qeq ,v !eav3 f a~v ,t !dv ,
q˜ ~k,0!52
4p
k (a E arctanS kvnd ,a~v ! Dsa~qeq ,v !
3eav
2 f a~v ,t !dv ,
ea~k,0 !512
8p2ea
2
k2ma
E S 22 2nd ,a~v !kv arctan kvnd ,a~v ! D
3
] f a~v ,t !
]v
v dv ,
b˜ ~k,0 !52
4p
k (a E arctanS kvnd ,a~v ! D
3
]sa~qeq ,v !
]qeq
eav
2 f a~v ,t !dv .
These responses, calculated here for general isotropic
distributions, reduce to the expressions given in Paper II for
the particular case of Maxwellian distributions. Notice that
there are misprints in Paper II which have been pointed out
in Paper III. Finally, ed
eq(k,v) for a Maxwellian dust distri-
bution reduces to the usual expression as given in Paper II.
Also, the diffusion term present in the kinetic equation
can be simplified for the case of isotropic distributions. Per-
forming all angular integrations and defining the quantity
I1~k ,t !5E f d~v8,t !
ue~k ,kv8!u2 dv8
52pE E f d~v8,t !
ue~k ,kv8m!u2
~v8!2dv8 dm ,
the diffusion term can be written in the formDownloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP l]
]pi
S Di , ja ,d~v! ] f a~v ,t !]p j D
5
8ea
2
ma
2 v2
]
]v H F E S 1v2k2 2 na ,d~v !v3k3 arctan kvna ,d~v !D
3uqeff~k,0!u2I1~k ,t !dkGv2na ,d~v ! ] f a~v ,t !]v J .
To perform the numerical calculations, the kinetic equa-
tions are written in a dimensionless form and the values of
the dimensionless distribution functions ga(y , t˜) are fur-
nished as the result of the numerical integration. These di-
mensionless distribution functions ga(y , t˜) are defined as
ga~y , t˜ !5
~2p!3/2v th ,a
3
na
f a~v ,t !,
and they depend on the dimensionless velocity y and on the
dimensionless time t˜
y5
v
A2v th ,a
, t˜5tvpe ,
where v th ,a is the initial thermal velocity of particles of spe-
cies a and vpe is the initial electron plasma frequency.
In the same manner, the dimensionless sources of the
plasma particles, Sa
ad
, are defined
Sa
ad~y , t˜ !5
~2p!3/2v th ,a
3
vpena
Sa~v ,t !.
The plasma kinetics depends completely on six dimen-
sionless parameters and thanks to these parameters it is pos-
sible to write the kinetic equations in a dimensionless form.
The following dimensionless parameters are used:
z5
Zde2
aTe
, P5
ndZd
ne
, t5
Ti
Te
, td5
Td~11P !
TiZdP
,
where Ta , @a5$e ,i%# , are the ‘‘thermal’’ energies of the
plasma particles, defined as
Ta~ t !5
ma*v
2 f a~v ,t !dv
3na
,
with Ta(0)5mav th ,a2 . In the same manner, Td5mdv th ,d2 is
the thermal energy of the dust grains. The other two dimen-
sionless parameters used are the ion Debye length to the dust
grain radius ratio, l i /a , and the ion to the electron thermal
velocity ratio, v th ,i /v th ,e .
We observe that the last dimensionless parameter,
v th ,i /v th ,e , can be chosen in order to make the net current on
the dust grains zero at the starting time.
In fact, Eq. ~3!, for t50, using the dimensionless param-
eters, becomesicense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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0
‘S 11 z
ty2D gi~y ,0!y3dy
5nev th ,eE
Az
‘S 12 zy2D ge~y ,0!y3 dy ,
because the OML cross sections, with the notation qeq
5eZd , can be expressed as
s i~v ,qeq!5pa2S 11 z
ty2D ,
se~v ,qeq!5H pa2S 12 zy2D if y>Az ,
0 if y,Az .
Using the neutrality condition ni /ne 511P , it is then
possible to calculate the dimensionless parameter
v th ,i
v th ,e
5
1
11P
E
Az
‘S 12 zy2D ge~y ,0!y3 dy
E
0
‘S 11 z
ty2D gi~y ,0!y3 dy
,
so that the net current on the dust grains is zero at the starting
time.
The two coupled evolution equations for the electrons
and for the ions are integrated numerically with the initial
conditions that ga(y ,0) are Maxwellian distributions and for
several choices of the plasma sources. Simultaneously, the
equation for the dust charge is solved self-consistently, tak-
ing into account the number of electrons and the number of
ions absorbed by the dust grains.
The numerical integration of the kinetic equations has
been performed approximating the differential operators by
finite differences and then solving the resulting difference
equations in an evolutionary manner, starting from t50.
Two numerical schemes have been implemented. In the first,
FIG. 1. Normalized electron distribution function vs normalized velocity at
different times for different values of the source intensity.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lthe time derivative has been approximated by a forward dif-
ference, in the second, by a backward difference. The results
of the two methods have been compared to evaluate the nu-
merical error of the solutions.
III. IMPORTANCE OF THE PLASMA SOURCE
To understand how important the source of plasma par-
ticles is in the time evolution of the plasma distributions,
Maxwellian sources are chosen with different intensities.
The sources have the form
Sa~v ,t !5s0~ t !nevpe
exp@2 1/2 ~v/v th ,a!2#
v th ,a
3 A~2p!3
,
so that the same number of electrons and ions is introduced
in the plasma ~to preserve the neutrality!. The dimensionless
sources can be expressed as
FIG. 2. Normalized ion distribution function vs normalized velocity at dif-
ferent times for different values of the source intensity.
FIG. 3. Evolution of the dust charge ~a!, electron temperature ~b!, and ion
temperature ~c!, all normalized to the initial value, as calculated from the
distribution functions of Figs. 1 and 2.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ad~y , t˜ !5s0~ t˜ !e2y
2
, Si
ad~y , t˜ !5s0~ t˜ !
e2y
2
11P ,
for four cases s050 ~no source present!; s0531024; s0
571024; s0( t˜)5s( t˜), the last one chosen so that the num-
ber of electrons absorbed is reintroduced in the system.
The kinetic equations are solved for different values of
the initial (t50) parameters: z, P, t , td , l i /a , v thi /v the .
Figures 1 and 2 show snapshots at different times of the
distribution functions for the first three values of the source.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the plasma thermal energies,
Ta , normalized to the initial values, and of the dust charge,
Zd , obtained computing the fluxes of ions and electrons col-
lected by the dust particle. The starting parameters used in
Figs. 1–3 are given in Table I.
It is clear that the evolution of the distributions depends
strongly on the sources, and the differences grow with time.
Even if the electron and ion initial distributions are Maxwell-
ian and the plasma parameters are chosen so that the net
current on the dust grains is zero at t50, the distributions of
ions and electrons do not maintain their Maxwellian shape.
This is still more remarkable because the sources are also
Maxwellian. Notice from Fig. 3 that the electron temperature
decreases with time because only the energetic electrons are
absorbed on the dust grains. This is more relevant in the case
without source because the energetic electrons captured are
not replaced by a source. The opposite happens for the ion
temperature. From the evolution of the dust charge in Fig. 3
it can be seen that the initial dust charge is an equilibrium
FIG. 4. Normalized electron distribution function vs normalized velocity at
different times for the variable source s0(tvpe)5s(tvpe). Starting param-
eters of Table I ~a!, starting parameters of Table II ~b!.
TABLE I. Starting parameters for the simulations presented in Figs. 1, 2, 3,
4~a!, and 5~a!.
z P t td l i /a v th ,i /v th ,e
1 1.5 0.01 1 50 1.451023Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lcharge only for the initial plasma distribution functions but,
as the shapes of the plasma particle distributions change with
time, the dust equilibrium charge ~which is a function of the
electron and ion distributions! changes.
For the case of a variable source, s0( t˜)5s( t˜), which
replaces the electrons absorbed by the dust grains so that the
electron density is a constant, the evolution of the distribu-
tion functions is followed until a stationary solution is
reached. Note that a stationary solution for the electrons can-
not be reached at low energy because, while the source in-
troduces particles, in this energy region electrons are not
absorbed and, as shown in the next section, the diffusion
term is negligible for electrons: however, the shape of the ion
distribution reaches its stationary solution and so does the
electron distribution at high energy. Two cases are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 for different starting parameters and a variable
source. The first case @Figs. 4~a!,5~a!# has the same param-
eters of the previous cases ~listed in Table I!, while in the
second case @Figs. 4~b!,5~b!# the initial parameters are given
in Table II.
The stationary solutions are different in the two cases.
These results show that it is not possible to assume that
the electron and ion distributions in a dusty plasma are Max-
wellian. Even if the initial distributions and the sources are
Maxwellian, the Maxwellian shape of the distribution func-
tions is not maintained in the evolution.
FIG. 5. Normalized ion distribution function vs normalized velocity at dif-
ferent times for the variable source s0(tvpe)5s(tvpe). Starting parameters
of Table I ~a!, starting parameters of Table II ~b!.
TABLE II. Starting parameters for the simulations presented in Figs. 4~b!
and 5~b!.
z P t td l i /a v th ,i /v th ,e
11022 1.51022 0.1 11022 50 1.331022icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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It was argued in Paper II, where Maxwellian distribu-
tions were used for the estimates, that particle diffusion re-
sulting from the absorption processes should be of particular
importance for ions but not for electrons. This has been in-
vestigated comparing the evolution of the distributions from
the numerical solutions with and without the diffusion term
in the kinetic equations. The results confirm the findings of
Paper II and are shown in Figs. 6–8 for ions.
In Fig. 6 the final ion distributions obtained with and
without the diffusion term are compared. For the initial pa-
rameters of Table II the time evolution has been followed
with a variable source up to t˜51125. The shapes of the two
distributions are clearly different, and the ion distribution
function seems to be more affected by the diffusion term at
low energy. The diffusion term, in fact, is greater at low
energy and its main effect on the shape of the distribution
function is to prevent a great depletion of ions at low energy.
As shown in Paper II, another effect of the diffusion
term is a growth of the ion temperature. The temperature
growth is due both to the diffusion term and to the absorption
by dust grains. The temperature growth, described by the
diffusion term, is caused by the inelasticity of the dust–
plasma collision in presence of charging process ~see Papers
I, II!.
To understand the importance of the diffusion term, cal-
culations have been made for several values of the plasma
parameter P, which plays an important role in the plasma
kinetics. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the
case of the variable source and starting parameters of Table I
~except the value of P, which is now varied!. In Fig. 7 the
ion temperatures are shown as calculated from the solutions
for the ion distributions with and without the diffusion term.
With all the other parameters fixed, the evolution of the
plasma particles with and without the diffusion term, for P
50.1 @Fig. 7~a!#, P50.5 @Fig. 7~b!# and P51.5 @Fig. 7~c!#,
FIG. 6. Normalized ion distribution function vs normalized velocity at
tvpe51125 from the solutions with and without the diffusion term. The
initial Maxwellian is shown for comparison. The starting parameters are
given in Table II and the source is variable: s0(tvpe)5s(tvpe).Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lhas been followed up to t˜5500. In Fig. 8 the total growth of
the ions temperature, DTi , is compared with the growth
caused by the diffusion term, DTi
inel ~see Paper II!. It is clear
that the importance of the diffusion term is nearly constant in
time and it grows with P: the last result could also be ob-
tained from the findings of Paper II. For P of the order of 1,
as found in Paper II, the diffusion term is important and the
growth of the ion temperature due to the diffusion term is
nearly the same as the growth caused by the charging pro-
cess.
The effect of the diffusion term on the electron distribu-
tion function has also been investigated and found to be
small. The growth of the electron temperature DTe
inel is very
small compared to the electron cooling caused by the charg-
ing process DTe : DTe
inel is only of the order of 0.01% of
FIG. 7. Growth of the ion temperature ~normalized to the initial value!
calculated from the distribution functions with and without the diffusion
term for three values of the parameter P: P50.1 ~a!, P50.5 ~b!, P51.5 ~c!.
The other starting parameters are given in Table I.
FIG. 8. Dependence on the parameter P of the growth of the ion temperature
DTi
inel due to diffusion, normalized to the total growth DTi due to both
diffusion and absorption on dust. The starting parameters are the same as
Fig. 7.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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sion term seems to grow with P, but no meaningful results
can be presented to show the importance of the diffusion
term for different starting parameters, as the effect of the
diffusion term is comparable with the numerical error.
In conclusion, while the diffusion term does not have an
important effect on the electron temperature, it cannot be
neglected in the evolution of the ion temperature. The ion–
dust inelastic collisions are important and cause a growth of
the ion temperature which is comparable with the effect of
the charging collisions. This effect grows with P and for P of
the order of 1, a typical value in dusty plasmas, the tempera-
ture growth due to diffusion is nearly the same as that due to
the charging collisions.
V. STATIC SCREENING
As shown in Paper III, the interaction between two dust
particles at rest in a dusty plasma can be written in terms of
an effective potential around a dust particle given by
w~k !5
4pqeq
k2eeff~k ,0!
,
where
eeff~k ,0!5qeq
e~k ,0!
qeff~k ,0!
.
This expression can be derived from the kinetic theory
using test-particle theory and it contains all the effects of
space-charge modifications due to plasma absorption on dust
and charge fluctuations. If the dusty plasma is treated as a
three-component plasma, with dust particles of fixed charge
qeq , the effective dielectric function is replaced by the usual
form
ep~k ,0!511
k tot
2
k2
,
where k tot is the inverse of the total Debye length of the
plasma, including the dust Debye length
k tot
2 5l i
221le
221ld
22
.
As is well known, the Fourier transform of the latter
gives the Debye–Huckel screened potential
wp~r !5
qeq
r
e2k totr,
which has often been used to describe the interactions in
dusty plasmas. It is interesting, therefore, to understand the
differences between the potential for the present kinetic
theory and for a multicomponent plasma and the differences
between the two corresponding screening factors. In particu-
lar, since the Coulomb interactions are screened but the in-
teraction ~change of momentum! due to plasma bombard-
ment is not, one should expect a very different behavior at
large distances ~small k) where eventually the potential can
change sign ~attraction!. Since the screening factor depends
on the plasma distribution functions, it will change withDownloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP ltime. The following numerical results refer to the ‘‘equilib-
rium’’ case in the sense that the asymptotic plasma distribu-
tions are used to calculate the effective dielectric function.
The results are shown in Fig. 9.
Introducing the dimensionless wave number
ki5
t
pa2ndz
k ,
it is
ep~ki!511F11 t11P 1 1tdG 1~a/lDi!2 @P2/16~11P !2# ki2 .
In Fig. 9 the static screening in a dusty plasma
Sd~ki!5
qeff~ki!
qeqe~ki,0!
,
is compared with the static screening in a multicomponent
plasma
Sp~ki!5
1
ep~ki,0!
,
for various parameter regimes.
In Fig. 9~a! the screening is calculated from the distribu-
tions found for the cases presented in Figs. 1 and 2 ~in the
case s0571024). The distributions used are those obtained
at the end of the calculation, when t˜52105. It is clear that
the difference between the screenings is remarkable at small
k, and decreases when k grows, as predicted. Most important
is that the analytic form is different for small k ~as shown in
Paper III! which means that the simple Debye–Huckel form
of the potential is not valid at large distances.
FIG. 9. Static screening of a dust particle from the kinetic theory (Sd) and
from the theory of multicomponent plasmas (Sp) vs normalized wave num-
ber ki . For the parameters of Table I, s0571024 and tvpe52105 ~a!; for
different values of the source intensity, starting parameters of Table I and
tvpe52105 ~b!; for the starting parameters of Table II, variable source
s0(tvpe)5s(tvpe), tvpe5500, and three values of P ~c!.icense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
776 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 3, March 2001 Ricci et al.The screening Sp has been evaluated with the final den-
sity and temperature of the plasma particles and with the
final charge of the dust particles.
In this dusty plasma Sp is always smaller than Sd, but
this is not true in all dusty plasmas, as the differences be-
tween the two screenings change in an essential manner, for
various parameter regimes. This is shown in Fig. 9~b!, where
the relative differences between the two screenings are plot-
ted for all the sources of Figs. 1 and 2. The distributions used
are again those at t˜52105. The case of Maxwellian distri-
butions is also shown in Fig. 9~b!: the screening Sd in this
case has been calculated not from the solutions of the kinetic
equations but by using Maxwellian distributions for the
plasma particles. As shown by a comparison with the other
curves, the difference in screening can be enhanced when the
consistent solutions of the kinetic equations are used. It is
remarkable that Sd can be smaller or greater than Sp and that
the difference between the two screenings can change sign.
The differences between the two screenings are important for
small k and when k grows the differences reduce. The differ-
ences between the two screenings can be great, and a posi-
tive peak of 50% is visible when s050. For very low values
of k, the differences between the two screenings are always
great and negative (Sd is very small and a difference is am-
plified when relative differences are plotted!.
The values of ki must be compared with kmax.1/a ,5 that
is
ki ,max5
t
zpa3nd
54S l i
a
D 2 11PP ,
and, with the starting parameters of the simulations, it is
ki ,max’1.7104. In Fig. 9~c! the parameters of Table II are
used with a variable source and the evolutions of the distri-
butions have been followed up to t˜5500. The different be-
havior of the differences between the two screenings, for the
various values of P, is apparent. The differences can be posi-
tive or negative.
The differences depend strongly on the dusty plasma pa-
rameters and different qualitative effects can be seen for
various parameters. The differences at small k imply that
around a dust charge the potential does not have the usual
Debye screened form for large r. The numerical study of this
potential will be the subject of a future work.Downloaded 12 Nov 2012 to 128.178.125.98. Redistribution subject to AIP lVI. CONCLUSIONS
In the parameter regime where dust–plasma particles
collisions dominate with respect to collisions between
plasma particles and the recent kinetic theory of dusty plas-
mas ~Paper I,II,III! is valid, the evolution equations for the
distributions of electrons and ions have been solved numeri-
cally with the assumptions of isotropic and homogeneous
functions and of a Maxwellian dust distribution at all times.
The importance of the source and diffusion of plasma
particles have been investigated with the conclusion that,
even for Maxwellian sources, the plasma equilibrium distri-
butions are not Maxwellian and the ion and electron initial
temperatures change due to absorption on dust and diffusion
~see Figs. 1–5!. The effect of diffusion has been shown to be
important for ions ~see Figs. 6–8! but not for electrons, as
anticipated in Paper II.
Finally, the static effective screening of a dust particle,
as calculated from the results of the kinetic theory including
dust charge fluctuations and the modification of the space
charge due to plasma absorption on dust, has been shown to
be quite different from the usual Debye screening of multi-
component plasmas at small wave numbers ~see Fig. 9!. This
implies that the interaction of two dust particles in a dusty
plasma can have, at large distances, a very different behavior
from the usual screened Coulomb interaction. A detailed
analysis of this interaction will be the subject of a future
work.
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